Discontent Group Unrelated to CIA: Nagorno-Karabakh, Syria

WASHINGTON - The Washington Post reported, citing anonymous sources, that an obscure diaspora group was behind a violent clash near the North Korean Embassy in Spain, defending local media thatHW was involved. A group of 10 unidentified senior officials from the North Korean Embassy in Madrid on February 22, several days before the summit between the US President and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un in Vietnam, had traveled to Spain in support of Spanish media in the local area that was involved. The group in question consisted of five Chinese nationals and one person of another nationality, as well as four North Korean officials.

CANNABISA, Australia - An Australian senator has reported that his office has a rare egg cracked on his head by a40-year-old man who stepped on a piece of debris and caused a violent chain reaction, which broke the window of his office on Saturday.

TIRANA, Albania - Albanian opposition support- ers across the country have continued to protest against the government which ac- cused of being corrupt and failing to fully respect the law. Thousands of supporters of the center-right Democratic Party-led opposition have gathered in Tirana on Saturday in front of Socialist Prime Minister Edi Rama's office to demand his resig- nation.

Head of Chinese Energy Agency Offers Help to Govt for Step Down

BEIJING - The head of China's National Energy Administra- tion (NEA) has resigned, state media reported. Li Baokun, who is a former deputy chairman of the Cabinet's economic planning agency, was said by Fox News to be a new member of the Standing Committee of the Communist Party. He was one of the senior officials from the predominantly Muslim Uighur -...with Sadness, Anger and Grim Resolve

Messrs. Sadous: US Officials Offered Iranian Engineer Cash to Take Down Tehran's Power Grid; Report

US officials offered Iranian engineer cash to take down Tehran's power grid, according to a report.

Tehran, Middle East

A former Iranian engineer and current professor who defected to the US said that two US officials offered to pay him US$250,000 to carry out an operation to shut down Iran's power grid. The engineer, who has asked to remain anonymous, told The Associated Press in an interview that he was recruited by US intelligence agencies to carry out the attack on Iran's power grid. He said the US offered to pay him US$250,000 in exchange for his help in turning off the power grid in Tehran.

Tehran: Nour landslide: Iran, Lebanon warn of US sabotage
effect on the terrorist organization and ultimately no sanctions will be imposed on the perpetrators, but also politicians & the regime.

Czechs to Buy Army Helicopters from US Company: Report

PRAGUE - The Czech Republic and the US have agreed to purchase 12 Kiowa helicopters from the US company, the Prague daily reported.

The Czech Republic will buy 12 Kiowa helicopters in 2017 and 2018, the Prague daily quoted a government source as saying. The helicopters will be delivered to the Czech military in 2020 and 2021.

Large crowd gathered on the Champ- de-Mars for the rally against the government, which has been called by the French federation of right-wing political parties. The rally was organized by the National Front, a far-right party that has beenblacklisted by the French authorities for its racist and anti-Semitic policies.
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